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INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses and analyzes recent developments involving chemical technology
applications for controlling fouling, slagging and opacity in coal fired utility boilers.
Specifically this paper examines the results from slag samples obtained from boilers
utilizing TIFI™ Targeted In-Furnace Injection™ technology.
Use of interactive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling and virtual reality
visualization techniques to develop chemical injection strategies will be discussed.
Test results, observations and interpretation of mechanisms of function are discussed
based on testing and analysis of baseline and treated conditions for Utilities burning
high iron content coal.

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Historical Overview of TIFI™ Targeted In-Furnace Injection™ Technology
The TIFI technology was designed as a slag and fouling control program that involves
targeting areas of the radiant and convection sections of a boiler with chemicals
designed to control slag and fouling. By targeting the problem areas of the furnace
instead of targeting the fuel, performance and cost effectiveness were significantly
improved.
Chemicals are mixed with air and water and then injected into the flue gas stream. The
areas that are “targeted” are based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to ensure
maximum coverage where the problem areas are known to exist. This has allowed
excellent slag and/or fouling control performance previously thought to be resistant to
chemical programs, including utility and other boilers firing coal, pet coke, residual oil
and other fuels.
With the chemical being added to the flue gas and “aimed” at either the problem heat
transfer surfaces or furnace water walls greater than 90% of the injected material goes to
the problem areas. This causes the additive to react with slag as it is forming and
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penetrate existing deposits to affect its physical crystal characteristics in areas where
this is required.

PROCESS OVERVIEW
TIFI technology involves using two different forms of fluid dynamics modeling and a
virtual reality engine. Together, these create a running duplicate of a given furnace
with injection overlays and dosage maps to predict where the chemical is going and to
ensure as close as possible to 100% coverage of the targeted zones.
The most common application of TIFI technology utilizes magnesium hydroxide slurry
diluted with water and then atomized with air. This mixture is sprayed into the
furnace at computer-determined ports that allow for complete coverage of the problem
areas. In order to understand how this is done, it is necessary to look at the injection
process itself.
The injectors are set up to feed the required air, water and chemical as determined by
modeling. The injectors produce a range of droplets that the computer program has
calculated and/or taken into account. The smallest droplets evaporate very close to the
injection point. The chemical activates, and thus covers the zones nearest the injectors.
Each successively larger set of droplets goes deeper and deeper into the furnace before
evaporation is completed and chemical is activated.
This provides coverage
successively further into the furnace until all the droplets have been evaporated and all
chemical has been activated.
The program overlays all injection calculations on the fluid dynamics model. The
result is chemical distribution calculations that merge into a map of how much chemical
goes where; i.e., a dosage map of the targeted areas in the furnace. This targeted area
can be as small as a dedicated problem heat exchanger or as broad as the furnace water
walls, the convection sections and the platen areas combined.
CFD Modeling & Virtual Reality Visualization
Process Design Modeling, in effect, involves simulating the operation of a particular
duct or furnace in a high performance computer and then testing various “what if”
problems and solution scenarios at various power settings. A great deal of detail goes
into running this “plug flow” model.
All size and design dimensions, fuel and heat rates, fuel chemistry details, details of air
usage and boiler or duct geometry as appropriate are programmed into the model.
The data set output from this model is complex and difficult to visualize. Recent
advances with virtual reality visualization techniques, coupled with fluid dynamics
modeling, have yielded new insights into how complex dynamic systems like coal
utility boilers and other furnaces, behave in real time.
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After all of the data is programmed, a temperature and gas velocity gradient is
calculated for the entire furnace or duct. In furnace applications, the results generally
show small imbalances in heat release and gas flow pattern, which is the expected
norm. If the variations are excessive, a notation would be made in the report indicating
that an abnormal condition exists, along with recommendations on how to deal with it.
Treatment programs can then be designed for the specific boiler or duct application. A
customized injection scenario is then built inside the computer and tested under
varying program conditions, and results calculated.
For example, complexities that present challenges to operating and maintaining the
furnace/convection section can be highlighted and accounted for or minimized through
this visualization technique.

Figure A details the gas flow fluid dynamics
using flying vector arrows that are coded for
velocity (length), temperature (color) and
direction.
Understanding is enhanced by looking at one-half
real time models running in the virtual reality
environment. Eddy currents, dead spots and high
gas flow areas are all highlighted and can be
avoided or used to carry the chemical to desired
areas. This depends on the strategy chosen and
the requirements of the program.

Figure A
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The next phase of the model deals with setting up
the injectors and their predicted performance
within the model. How well the various injector
scenarios perform at covering the targeted critical
gas path is calculated.
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Figure B shows how the boiler gas path from the
radiant section through the superheaters and the
reheaters is targeted for chemical application by
adjusting the number of injectors, placement,
design and performance settings.
This
technology makes it possible to have high
chemical activity in several places at the same
time.
The process continues until the results are
judged satisfactory for solving the problem. A
custom feed and control system is engineered
and constructed, based on these results.
In this manner, the treatment covers all the areas
that need the most attention. The program uses
this sophisticated “aiming” ability to ensure that
the correct dosage is applied appropriately as
required.
Figure B

REAGENT CHEMISTRY
The reagent is a special chemical slurry with high reactive ability owing to its large
surface area per unit weight ratio (approximately 530,000 sq.ft./cu.ft.). This high
activity results in better performance at recommended treatment dosages while its high
stability eliminates many of the handling/feeding problems associated with
unstabilized compounds.
While TIFI technology uses modeling to aim the reagent and sophisticated engineering
to execute the feed requirements, there are several things that occur after the reagent is
fed into the TIFI environment.
It is the physical reaction, including crystal morphology, that does the work of
controlling the slag and fouling.
The chemical reagent arrives at the customer site in the form of a suspended slurry of 5–
8 micron particle size. Atomization takes place in accordance with the model output.
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Figure C depicts a unique capability for users of
this technology. The model can calculate isocontours of temperature, such that any spot at a
given temperature in the boiler can be
visualized and linked to form a surface of the
same temperature.
In this example, the
translucent green shape represents 2,150
degrees Fahrenheit. This, in itself, is not
unique. However, when matched to the ash
fusion temperature for the fuel being burned in
the subject boiler, it becomes an accurate
predictor of the slag and fouling front. It
essentially shows the operator where the slag
and fouling are likely to occur first.

Figure C

When targeted with the chemical injection, a
unique and powerful tool is formed that can be
used to control the slagging and fouling to a
degree not possible before.

When targeted with the chemical injection, a unique and powerful tool is formed that
can be used to control the slagging and fouling to a degree not possible before.
Scanning electron microscopy photos of different parent magnesium hydroxides
showed observable differences in crystal structure that could account for differences in
reactivity and performance.
Crystal structures that prevented the venting of steam caused by the water of hydration
being heated until it flashed to steam appeared to have higher reactivity than crystal
structures that were open and allowed steam to escape without disrupting the particle
structure.
Particles in the sub-100 nm level, in effect, behave like a gas and have properties of
gases. The property of Brownian motion is important for penetration deeper into the
boiler and the ability to penetrate existing slag and fouling deposits, loosening them
and enabling removal of preexisting deposits.
The TIFI process operates by using droplets of varying size ranges to allow particles to
travel to varying depths in the furnace and convection section, dependent on the initial
droplet size. When the water evaporates, there is a brief period of travel as the 5.0
micron particles heat up to about 325˚ Celsius. At this point, the particles explode into
varying sizes ranging from 0.03 to 0.3 microns.
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This is significant because TIFI technology is, in fact, an in-situ nano-technology. That
is, TIFI technology becomes nano-technology inside an operating furnace. These two
events, TIFI technology, and the in-vitro creation of nano-particles of high reactivity
and performance are unique.
Crystal Morphology
Testing and scanning electron microscope photo-micrographs were taken at two
customer sites in which in-situ slag samples were taken during baseline untreated runs
and after TIFI treatment was resumed. Data from only one site will be presented,
however it should be noted that the results were corroborated from a different site
under similar conditions.
The fuel of choice was coal containing approximately 20% iron content. Figures D and
E show 113x magnification glow-discharge scanning electron microscopy images taken
from a fractured surface of a sample of untreated slag removed from the furnace exit of
a large utility firing Illinois Basin coal. The image has been color enhanced blue to
indicate the presence of aluminum in Figure D and red to indicate the presence of iron
in Figure E. (Exact same sample) Note that the slag appears to suggest evidence that
there is a structural integrity as indicated by the fiber structure of the aluminum (blue)
embedded in the iron (red). The presence of the aluminum fibers in the untreated slag
sample is analogous to reinforcement bars (rebar) used to structurally strengthen
concrete.

Figure D Untreated 113x Magnification

Figure E Untreated 113x Magnification

Similar fiber structures are created to enhance the finished strength of catalyst coatings
on ceramic substrate. When Figure D is compared with Figure E it should be noted that
where the aluminum is located the iron is somewhat void and visa versa. It appears
that the two figures are mirror images. In short, the aluminum fibers displace iron in
the deposit as they form.
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Figure F Treated 113x Magnification

Figure G Treated 113x Magnification

Figures F and G show 113x magnification glow-discharge scanning electron microscopy
images taken from a fractured surface of a slag sample treated with magnesium via
Targeted In–Furnace Injection. Once again the image has been color enhanced blue to
indicate the presence of aluminum in Figure F and red to indicate the presence of iron
in Figure G. (Exact same sample) The microstructure has now transformed such that
the aluminum fibers have completely disappeared. As a result the structural integrity
appears to have also been impacted. Since the fiber structure for aluminum is absent in
the treated samples the mechanical properties and strength have also been impacted.
The structure of the treated material in Figures F/G, although the same chemically as
that in Figures D/E, is much softer and crumbles more easily. Structurally, the material
has been altered such that tenacious slag and fouling that normally create problems are
now easily dealt with.
Results and Observations
Most slag and boiler convection section fouling have dense structures with pore
distribution from about 25 microns on the high side to about 0.1 microns on the low
side.
The material in between forms walls between the pores that are thick, dense and quite
strong due to the aluminum tendrils or fibers strengthening the as formed material. It is
important to realize that this structure is NOT monolithic, not of uniform composition,
and is in fact perforated with so many pores as to be permeable.
That is, the material can absorb fluids. It is the infusion of the chemical into the slag
that allows chemical and morphological changes as observed in the previous figures.
Percolation allows chemical migration and is an important factor in the mechanism by
which this happens.
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Fractal geometry governs the behavior of the untreated slag and fouling. As the treated
slag and fouling undergo the changes described previously, this fractal behavior shifts
to integer geometry. Large pores observed in the treated material cause the density,
rigidity and structural strength to change and ultimately weaken.
Furthermore the change in microstructure as indicated going from figure F to figure H
for aluminum is yet another indication that the structural strength has changed. The
two observed phenomena complement each other and the end result is a slag that is
structurally weaker. Normal soot blowing pressures are now sufficient to remove the
friable material from heat exchanger tubes.
Slag and fouling in coal fired utility boilers can create significant production problems
for operators. Aside from unit deration, there may be increased frequency and duration
of outages for maintenance, or for cleaning and deslagging of the furnace.
The loss of thermal efficiency associated with rising furnace exit gas temperature, if
even only 0.5%, can result in millions of dollars of additional coal burned each year.
Increased sootblowing is costly in terms of medium consumption, accelerated erosion of
tubing and increased mechanical maintenance. Water lances or cannons have the
potential to be very damaging to all heat transfer surfaces.
All of these costs are cumulative and can represent considerable increased expense or
lost revenue to the utility owners.
Conclusions
Analysis of the slag (fouling) microstructure indicated another plausible reason for the
structural strength of slag. Aluminum for example formed a “rebar” like structure that
has a natural mechanical strength characteristic that is actually sought after in the area
of ceramics, however not so desirable in Utility boilers. Unfortunately the resulting
strength characteristics of slag/fouling makes for difficult control and/or clean up.
Chemical treatment with TIFI Targeted In-Furnace Injection technology had a dramatic
effect on the slag structure. Breaking the “rebar” like structure allowed for a more
friable slag and therefore much easier control and/or clean up effort.
Fuel burning options became fewer and more expensive as better behaved fuels are
sought.
There is now an effective computer, process engineering and chemical program that can
have a positive impact on the strategy to increase capacity, control lost production and
decrease costs on utility coal fired boilers.
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